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1. Heference is made to Joint Chiefs of Staff memorandum
Su 9078 of October 16, 197, which incloses a report by the Joint
Proof Test Committee. Subject to the comments below, the Atomic
Energy Commission concurs in the recomaendations contained in para-
graphs 16 a. and 16 b. of that report. The Commission has also —
taken noteof the other recommendations of paragraph 16.

2. The following comments are intended to clarify the Con-
missionta understanding of certain points in the paper. Jt is not
our intention that the presentation of these comments be allowed
in any way to delay progress in implementing the plan. We suggest
that the Task Force Commander be informed of these comments in the
interest of clear understanding in his relationships with the Com
missionts Test Director, and we would appreciate hearing from the
Joint Chiefs of Staff in due course ag to whether any of the points
made below are unacceptable to the Armed Forces. For your inforra+
tion, the Comeisaion is today requesting the Secretary of the Treasury
to transfer an additional 315,000,000 to the Navy Department, com
pleting the $20,000,000 which you have estinated as the incremental
cost of Armed Forces participation in the teat. The Secretary of
Defense is being informed.

3. Gomments:

a. With reference to the recomsendation in paragraph
16 a., the Commission assumes that the Task Force Comsander
would not set a time of firing which would be unsatisfactory
to the Test cirector.

b. The Commission agrees to the principle for reia-
bursement for shipping as set forth in paragraph 1 a. (8)
(a) of Enclosure "8", although noting that this principle
departs from the general pattern of cocperation for other
logistical support from the Servicea. The point is aen-
tioned here for two reagons. First, the stipulation appears
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to carflict with the provision of paragraph 1 >. (7)
of the sane enclosure. Second, the inference could
be drawn from paragraph 1 of Aprendix "5" to Enclosure
*H" that there is in fact no 4ray shipping available to
support this cooperative venture, except by substitution.
If this inference is correct, it 1s suggested that the
use of other shipping might be considered in the interest
of over~all seonony to the Government.

c. fhe omaission notes that Enclosure *E" provides
that the Atomic Energy Commission will be charged for over-
seas pay of military personnel resulting from this project.
Ciscussions with fisesl personnel of the military estab-
lishment have indicated that it would be difficult and
costly to separate thuse charges from the pay accounta cf
such personnel. in the interest of over-ali Covernment
aconomy, it therefore sppears desirable to alter this
requiresxent.

d. aith reference to the security provisions in
Enclosure *c", arrangesents have gone forward petween the
security orgenizations of the Comsission and of the Task
Force, and it is understood that these arrangesents will
be incorporated in the sore detalled slansa of the Task
Force Commander.

e. fhe vomnaiasion assumes that the functions in
paragraphs 6 and 7 of Enclosure "C*, with reference to
information for publie release, will be coordinated in
Kashington and all public releases will be cleared jcintly
between the Secretary of Defense ani the Atomic Energy
vomzission.

f. . With reference to paragraph 6 of the basic paper
and paragraph 5 of Enclosure "C*, the commission takes note
that the downgrading of any atomic energy "restricted data”
will be accomplished only by the atomic Energy Comission
and is in complete agreeaent that intelligent downgrading
cf information from time to time will be essential to the
success of the operation. Honevar, it ia pointed out that
at present the date and place of the test are beyond the
authority of either the “oint chielrs of Staff or the Atomic
Lnergy ‘ommission to downgrade.
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« Bith reference to the first sentence of paragraph
1 of Emclosure "i", 1+ is pointed out that the Sefentific
Lirector will hava to assume responsibility in energency
for allowable axposure to radiation of sclantific personnel
of his organisation, as in the gathering of test data after
the explosion.

he @ith ceference te paragraph 2 of inelosure "li",
the Comission notes that t is expected to furnish al}
technical supplies, material, and equi;ment not an article
of issue in any service required for the conduct of the
tests. It say be advantazeous for the military establish—
ment to furnish some of the supplies, equipment, and material
in this category. ke therefore suggest that there should be

further discussion on the staff level on the details of carry-
ing out this task.
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